
MASTERPIECES    

 DORA LOT 3

Brazil

Country    Brazil

State    Minas Gerais

Municipality    Patrocinio

Plots    BV19, BV 40

Altitude    1100 – 1200 masl

Varietal    Laurina

Harvest    May - August

Process    Natural Anerobic Fermentation

Profile   

Patrocínio



Falling within Brazils famous Cerrado that makes up nearly 23% of the entire 
country, Daterra are the world’s first grade A rainforest certified farm of any 
business, and a walk around the trees will reveal a stunning array of birds and 
wildlife, from toucans and burrowing owls to squirrel monkeys and maned wolves. 
Over 60% of the land they own is given over to nature reserves. The farm itself is 
split into many lots, each with a designated agronomist to care for the particular 
varietal and aspect each lot defines. With over 100 different varietals on their 
farms, development is tracked and planting paired with appropriate varietal.

Selective mechanical picking is common in Brazil and occurs typically with 40-
60% ripe coffee on the tree, with 5% green, 10% underripe, and the rest tree dried. 
A sample will be picked, processed and roasted to check taste is as expected, 
before the order is given to pick the specific lot. Sorting is done on a specially 
adapted wet mill, first with density sorting that removes overripes, then with 
the drier and natural beans being sorted very specifically by size from each lot. 
First stage ripe cherries are left to almost fully dry on a large concrete patio 
before being finished in a Guardiola to ensure consistency throughout the lot, 
whilst pulped raisins are cherries in the first stages of becoming tree dried, so 
slightly denser and with higher sweetness levels requiring mechanical depulping 
before being dried on a patio and finished in the Guardiolas. Pulped coffees are 
the ripe cherries that are diverted through the specially adapted silos that apply 
differing water pressures to the cherries at different stages, allowing the precise 
maturation levels of each cherry to be separated during the depulping.  

By cupping all the variables, the tasting team are able to precisely pick the 
components that make up each blend, to ensure the consistency of flavour 
profile required. It is with this understanding and an experimental mind that the 
Masterpieces are created. Taking their new and experimental varietals that grow 
on their innovation plot, new processes are trialled and ideas of where to push 
the coffee next first come to fruition. For this coffee, Dora, the ripest cherries 
from the Laurina trees are processed under a fully natural anaerobic fermentation 
inside a steel tank equipped with an airlock valve: this system allows oxygen to get 
out of the tank but stops anything from getting inside. As the cherries ferment, 
they release CO2 and, because carbon dioxide is denser than oxygen, it pushes 
the lighter gas out through the valve. After a few hours, the tank environment 
becomes completely anaerobic and allows certain microorganisms the perfect 
conditions for fermentation and enzymatic reactions to happen inside of the 
beans.
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This lineage of Daterra’s best seller Laurina comes from the Agronomic Institute 
of Campinas, the research institute that developed the varietal in Brazil. It’s a 
very peculiar plant: short and cone-shaped, the tree doesn’t produce much 
caffeine, which makes it very fragile and difficult to grow since caffeine is a natural 
insecticide. Despite its low productivity, the cup has outstanding quality and 
presents low caffeine too. Daterra’s history with Laurina started in 1994 – “that’s 
right, we’ve believed in the potential of this tricky little plant for 25 years until we 
finally figured out how to make it thrive”.

Each year, the Masterpieces are given a theme, to reflect the country from 
where the coffee comes. This year, literature was chosen, and the lots have been 
selected to match the personalities of characters from classic Brazilian books. 

DORA is a character from Captains of the Sands (Capitães da Areia) by Jorge 
Amado. She is the only girl in a group of homeless kids who live together in 
an abandoned building on a beach. Because of Dora’s comforting and warm 
personality, she is seen as a mother for the boys, despite being the same age as 
them and being an orphan herself. During a police raid, Dora is taken by force to 
an orphanage – she becomes so sad that she grows ill, dying shortly after. The 
older boys comfort the younger ones by saying that Dora became a star. “When 
we cupped this sweet coffee that tastes like starfruit, we knew we found our Dora: 
in the aroma, dried berries, spices and roses; and flavours of ripe oranges, papaya, 
and plums with milk caramel sweetness”.
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A n e r o b i c  Fe r m e n t a t i o n  t a n k s  ( r i g h t )


